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 When approaching a work of Shakespeare for the first time, most audience members have 

a predisposed concept of how they believe Shakespeare’s plays are typically staged. Many have 

either studied Shakespeare dryly in school or have been told what Shakespearean productions 

generally look like, with actors in Elizabethan costumes set in the historical eras they were 

written for. As someone who had only seen a few productions of Shakespeare before going to 

Ashland, all of which were traditionally staged, I didn’t fully understand how powerful a re-

imagined interpretation could be. But I hoped to be pleasantly surprised by Oregon Shakespeare 

Festival’s interpretations of the works, and I was. Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed OSF’s 

Shakespearean pieces this season, and realized I enjoyed them primarily because OSF capitalized 

off of an opportunity that I believed was unique to Shakespeare’s canon: the company captivated 

and surprised audience members by unexpectedly interpreting Shakespeare in abstract and 

unconventional ways. Who would think they would experience a rager in the first bar scene of 

Henry 4 Part 1, or see The Merry Wives of Windsor as an 80’s musical revue? But it was these 

exact modern and surprising artistic decisions that helped make these productions of Shakespeare 

incredibly successful, captivating, and relatable, especially to those who don’t entirely 

understand Shakespeare’s plays on their own. This is the exact revelation I had hoped to have for 

Shakespeare’s pieces, but I never thought I would be the most surprised by the production that 

falls under a genre of theater I have consumed, performed, and loved for the past decade: 

Musical Theater.  

 Beauty and the Beast blew my mind. Traditionally, theatrical adaptations of Beauty and 

the Beast have closely aligned with the world Disney established in their animated film. They 

have maintained detailed, colorful and cartoonish sets of Belle’s French village, a large castle 

reminiscent of Camelot, and an ensemble of actors trying to convince the audience that they 



genuinely are the household objects present in the Beast’s castle. Everyone can visualize what 

the movie or a production of Beauty and the Beast typically looks like. But OSF broke most of 

these unwritten rules. OSF applied the same concept they used in their Shakespearean 

productions to Beauty and the Beast by interweaving an entirely unique and unexpected conceit 

with Disney’s seemingly untouchable script and vision. Seeing that the same concept OSF used 

with their Shakespearean pieces could not only breathe new life into a standard Disney musical, 

but ground the truth of the work, bring the production back to its musical theater roots, and 

provide deeper insight into the story was shocking.  

 Eric Tucker, director of OSF’s production of Beauty and the Beast, has historically 

produced stripped down versions of classic works in attempts to tell old stories in new ways, 

primarily through Bedlam theater company in New York. This stylistic preference was certainly 

maintained in his production of Beauty and the Beast, as Tucker presented an abstract world in 

which the protagonists are truer to their human selves and the ensemble fluidly transfigures to 

represent not just individuals, but objects, ideas, and even travel through time and space. Tucker 

established this conceit by presenting a stripped down, abstract interpretation of the physical 

space which the actors play in and clearly telling the story through actors who were caught in the 

story’s spell themselves. However, this new interpretation of the work would not have been 

nearly as effective had the narrative not been bookmarked by the repeated introductory 

incantation sequence present in the beginning, middle, and end of the production. Though the use 

of the ensemble in these moments broke tradition, the way the ensemble was used provided 

much needed clarity to Tucker’s conceit and unveiled modern truths which had been buried in 

the classic narrative for decades. 

 Upon walking into the theater, audience members see a bare stage with semi-fluorescent 



lighting shining upstage. Under these lights, many props are crammed upstage center in a 

seemingly disorganized fashion. Audience members can also see glimpses of actors walking 

backstage, and stagehands making sure everything is in place. This could appear haphazard at 

first, but the instant the young actor who audiences later discover plays Chip tricycles onstage 

and is told to “keep going” by the actor who audiences later discover plays the Clock, it becomes 

clear that the pre-show rawness of this production is purposeful, even though it is supposed to 

appear unplanned. What follows is the first incantation, in which actors slowly build their world, 

allowing audiences to gradually grasp and accept the abstract rules of the world in which the 

actors will be living. Actors wander onstage, dressed in black and white garb reminiscent of 

French mime attire. Soon, many more actors join them and are seen warming up. The woman 

who later fills the Vanity’s drawers systematically repeats vocal warmups. The actor who later 

handles the rose is seen rehearsing petal tossing gestures. Others are seen conversing and 

interacting with each other and with members of the orchestra, as actors would backstage before 

a performance. The latter portion of this action is over-scored by the narrator reciting a welcome 

speech specific to OSF, which welcomes theatergoers to the performance, reminds them to 

silence their cellphones, cough in their elbow and unwrap candies swiftly, among other sound 

pieces of advice. During the first incantation, the welcome speech feels in place. Once the 

welcome speech ends, the ensemble turns toward the audience, stands or sits in actor neutral, and 

begins singing “ah’s” to the melody of the show’s prologue, their participation in which is not 

written in the score. Then the narrator describes, beginning with the phrase “once upon a time,” 

the story of the how the Prince became a beast, and the rules of the spell he is trapped in. While 

the “once upon a time” sequence is said, the ensemble works together to visually represent every 

sentiment stated in the verbalized story. This world building during the entire incantation 



sequence, which includes the pre-show, the welcome speech, and the once upon a time sequence, 

prepares audiences to expect the story to be told in an artful, bare-bones fashion for the entirety 

of the performance. Clearly establishing this surprising artistic vision early on is essential for 

audience members to accept the director’s vision, and set up the vision itself for success. The 

importance of immediately establishing the artistic world a performance lives in was clearly 

stressed by many of the actors and creators we listened to in our talk-backs, and the first 

incantation of Beauty and the Beast followed this suggestion beautifully. Had the first few 

moments onstage been less experimental and less jarring to the typical Beauty and the Beast fan 

by not beginning with these added components, audiences would have been unable to fully 

accept Tucker’s artistic vision. Every element present in the first incantation of Beauty and the 

Beast worked in harmony to successfully establish Tucker’s abstract, stripped down world, and 

directed audiences to view the narrative from an atypical vantage point. 

 The second repeated incantation provides new insight into the story and deepens Tucker’s 

vision. The production’s first act concludes with the Beast rescuing Belle from a pack of wolves, 

and Belle deciding if she will leave or stay with him. Unlike other performances of Beauty and 

the Beast, in which the first act concludes after Belle has decided to stay and the Beast has sung 

his twelve o'clock number, “If I Can’t Love Her,” this production implores audiences to access 

the fundamental truths of Belle’s character and understand the depth of her personality and 

decisions that aren’t necessarily present in most productions. This is especially prevalent at the 

end of the first act and the beginning of the second act. After seeing many creative liberties being 

taken with the text during the first act, including many new additions for the ensemble, audience 

members enter intermission believing they fully understand the conceptual and artistic 

groundings of OSF’s Beauty and the Beast, and believe they know what they should expect in 



the second act. But they are mistaken. The second act begins with Belle and the Beast frozen in 

the same stage picture the audience was left with at the end of the first act. But as they are 

frozen, the exact same incantation which the audience experienced at the beginning of the 

performance unfolds again around the two protagonists. Chip tricycles on and is told to “keep 

going.” Actors grace the stage and are seen warming up. Even the OSF welcome speech is 

repeated. This particular aspect of the second repetition is when audiences undoubtedly become 

confused, as it doesn’t seem to make any sense for a welcome speech to be reiterated when the 

performance is half complete. However, this confusion forces audiences to question whether they 

truly understand the production’s artistic vision. In the second incantation, Tucker implores 

audiences to continue to “keep going,” and approach this telling of Beauty and the Beast with an 

open mind while making new discoveries regarding the significance of Tucker’s artistic vision. 

By surprising people with the second incantation, Tucker makes audiences feel as though they 

may have missed something, thereby encouraging them to continue being active, cerebral 

participants during the production.  

 Aside from encouraging audience members to not take the artistic vision for granted, 

there is a second critical aspect of the second incantation which strongly contributes to the 

conceit’s success. After the welcome speech, the ensemble begins narrating and acting out the 

“once upon a time” section in the exact same fashion as the first incantation. However, once the 

narrator reaches the point where she states the enchantress warned the Beast not to be deceived 

by appearances, the narrator’s microphone fades and mutes as the Beast sings, “If I Can’t Love 

Her.” Behind him, the actors physicalizing the “once upon a time” section continue exactly as 

they did during the first incantation, but are muted and over-scored by the Beast’s singing. While 

seeing the Beast’s past unfold behind him as he sings certainly reinforces his doubts about 



himself and concerns about his future, the utilization of the ensemble during this point in the 

production doesn’t exactly support the Beast. This is odd, because the ensemble in any musical is 

typically used in service to the protagonists and is responsible for establishing the mood of the 

world they live in. By continuing their incantation, the ensemble in OSF’s Beauty and the Beast 

ignores the Beast and draw attention away from him as he delivers his emotional soliloquy, 

which is uncharacteristic of a typical ensemble. In this moment, the ensemble members perform 

on their own terms, and are caught in their own narrative. Though they may have liked to stop 

and direct complete focus towards the Beast, the ensemble unfortunately began their second 

incantation before the Beast started singing, and couldn’t stop in the middle of their incantation. 

This is the first clue that the actors do not have agency over their decisions, and must complete 

their incantation whether they want to or not, even though the production has moved on. 

 In the third and final incantation, audiences are finally able to fully understand the 

reasoning behind the repeated incantations and grasp Tucker’s full artistic vision. When the 

Beast is stabbed by Gaston at the end of the second act and Belle rushes to his side, it appears as 

though the Beast has passed away. Any culturally informed audience member should know that 

in that moment, Belle usually says “I Love You,” and the Beast is revived. However, as Belle 

cries over the Beast’s seemingly lifeless body in OSF’s production, the child actor who plays 

Chip tricycles onstage again, followed by the actor who plays the Clock instructing her to “keep 

going” once more. Actors roam onstage warming up, and the OSF welcome speech strangely 

commences again. Instead of Belle saying, “I Love You,” another incantation begins around her 

in the exact same fashion that it had the previous two times. But once the narrator instructs 

audiences to ensure their cell phones are turned off and photography and videography is 

prohibited, Belle interrupts with a fashionably late “I Love You.” Upon hearing these words, all 



of the actor’s freeze, silent. The narrator and the actors then continue the incantation as usual, but 

at an incredibly rapid pace. When the actors aren’t needed, they stare at the scene and each other 

in awe. While the narrator speaks and the physicalization of the story occurs, the ensemble sings 

“Oh isn’t this amazing” to the melody that Belle sings during the opening number. But this time, 

it is clear the characters aren't singing those words, but rather the actors themselves are. And they 

are not solely referencing Belle and the Beast. They are also referencing the incantation, and 

acknowledging that a major metamorphosis is occurring for them as individuals. Though the 

incantation would typically conclude with the narrator saying, “As the years passed, he fell into 

despair and lost all hope, for who could ever learn to love a Beast?,” the narration ends 

prematurely once the narrator states, “If he could learn to love another and earn her love in return 

by the time the last petal fell, then the spell would be broken.” At this time, the stuffed beast 

head is lifted, but instead of following the previous two incantations and revealing the actress 

who plays Belle, the third incantation reveals a handsome young prince who used to inhabit the 

body of a beast. Once he sings, “Belle, look into my eyes! Belle, don't you recognize the beast 

within the man who's here before you?” and the couple kisses, the spell is officially broken. And 

this is not just applicable for the characters, but for the actors who play the characters as well. 

For the first time, the actors genuinely recognize each other and are reunited. They hug, and 

many journey into the audience to greet audience members as if for the first time. The act finally 

concludes with both the actors and their characters free of the enchantment that imprisoned them, 

singing the Beauty and the Beast Reprise, and shockingly singing the final word on an alternative 

note before resolving through “ah’s.” At this point, Tucker’s artistic vision comes to fruition and 

finally reaches its full potential. It is clear the actors who were performing the incantation were 

stuck in a spell themselves, and had to perform the incantation fully each time. It is clear their 



black and white costumes, reminiscent of French mimes, represent the feeling of being mute, 

unheard, and trapped in an invisible box, seemingly unable to escape. It is clear each time the 

Clock instructs Chip to “keep going” he is not only telling her to continue tricycling, but telling 

all of his fellow actors to carry out what is necessary of them in the rest of the incantation as they 

all must do. However, he is also explicitly stating the incantation’s mantra for the audience. He 

asks them to continue having faith in the story, and educates them on the importance of 

experiencing and valuing every moment in their lives, good or bad. Just as Belle had to take each 

step she did to ultimately fall in love with the Beast and break the curse, and just as the actors 

had to fulfill the entirety of each incantation to ultimately break free of their own unique spell, 

the repeated incantation teaches audiences each moment in their life is important, and good or 

bad, can lead to a positive future. But all of this newfound clarity in Tucker’s full vision would 

never have been as impactful had the repeated incantation not occurred throughout the 

production. Audiences would never have understood the actors themselves were stuck in their 

own world of performance, but rather thought of them as artful ornaments to compliment the 

story. They also would never have fully understood the deeper commentary on the human 

experience behind the abstract world of the production. These repeated incantations clearly 

support Tucker’s conceit and make the production much more sophisticated than Beauty and the 

Beast has ever been, and OSF’s production ever could have been without the pointed repetition.   


